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We want to hear from you!
Our gam/mag is full of interesting and short articles focusing on
recent news, effectiveness in the workplace and healthy living but gam
also wants to showcase your company and its services. We invite you
to send us an article about you or your services to be considered for
inclusion in our next gam/mag. This could focus on something new
and exciting about your company or a summary article telling us all
about you that we can share with the gam family. As you continue to
get to know us better, gam will get to know you better. Submit your
article today to info@gamweregood.com.
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BUSINESS NEWS

Blame brain chemicals when you feel funny

“Develop an attitude
of gratitude, and
give thanks for
everything that
happens to you,
knowing that every
step forward is a step
toward achieving
something bigger
and better than your
current situation.”
Brian Tracy,
business consultant

F

eeling funny? As in humorous? Are you
busting all the jokes at lunch? Zeroing in on
that crunchy idea at the monthly meeting?

Yes, if you are feeling funny today you
can pat yourself on the head, not the back,
because it is a couple of brain chemicals that
are making it all work. Researcher Baba Shiv
at Stanford’s Graduate School of Business
has found that two brain chemicals spark
creativity. Serotonin and dopamine mix it
up in your brain and suddenly you’re feeling
funny, or maybe clever. Or creative.
High levels of serotonin make you feel calm
(low levels make you feel anxious). High levels
of dopamine make you excited and engaged
(low levels make you bored and apathetic).
Quoted in Inc. magazine, Shiv says these
chemicals combine to produce a mental state
in which you are calm, but energized.
The question is: How can you get those
chemicals in the right mix just when you need
them? Sadly, you cannot swallow a creative
pill. But Shiv does recommend some things
that sound like grandma’s list for happiness:
Eat right, sleep right, exercise, and don’t drink.
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Walk: Exercise helps produce serotonin. In
fact, Shiv recommends you walk and talk for
10 to 15 minutes before a meeting. It’s a tested
method: Computer pioneer, the late Steve
Jobs, loved to walk while talking business.
Eat: You can eat protein and shun carbs
in the morning. Protein appears to be
instrumental in producing those needed
creative chemicals.
Sleep: Get deep, restful sleep, unhindered
by alcohol and caffeine.
Don’t worry so much: Seriously, stress
reduces serotonin and makes you closed to
new ideas, Shiv says.

Cool money gifts

Hot off the presses, the U.S. Department
of Treasury offers uncut sheets of bills in
denominations of $1 to $50 (including
$2 bills). They even offer acrylic frames
for the sheets. You can also buy lucky
money. These bills were issued in 2009
and their serial numbers begin with at
least three 7s in a row.

BUSINESS NEWS

Apple makes walking
and texting safer

More peeps, more often

Transparent texting. That’s what
Apple’s patent application calls it. It’s
a way to stop smartphone users from
becoming their own jokes. Walking while
texting and falling into a swimming pool,
for example.

P

eeps are breaking out of the Easter basket to hang around in the
supermarket full time. Traditionally, Peeps take their bows for two weeks
during Easter, even though they do have a shelf life of about two years.

But, on May 1, 2014, Peeps maker Just Born introduced Peeps Minis, bitesized chicks and rabbits in new flavors. New flavors include strawberry creme,
chocolate creme and sour watermelon, according to Bloomberg Businessweek.
Just Born also makes the popular Mike and Ike jelly candies which outsell
Peeps, but Peeps has the most famous name. According to one analyst, Just
Born sells about $63 million in Peeps every year. Of the two billion Peeps sold,
about a third are used in crafts.

The number of temp jobs is rising

D

uring uncertain economic times, companies are reluctant to hire new
employees but many are hiring temporary or contract workers. Today
in the midwest more than half of all jobs are advertised as temporary. In
Stockton, CA, every job created since 2009 has been classified as temporary or
contract work, according to CareerBuilder.com
The number of temp jobs has risen 10 percent in the last year, the greatest
increase in any of 150 categories tracked by the Labor Department. In the
past, companies hired temporary workers to test their competence and ability
to work with others, according to the Wall Street Journal.
Not so today. Employers make a big investment in workers, not only
in terms of training, but also in of health care, and other benefits. Many
employers, hit hard by a lengthy recession, are unwilling to make this
investment in employees today.
Temp and contract jobs often pay less than the average job, according to
the Bureau of Labor Statistics. Still, many job seekers would rather work as a
temp than not have a job at all.

Transparent
texting tries to fix
this by taking the
text and placing it
over a live video
pictures of what
is in front of the
users. “A user who
is walking while
participating in
a text messaging
session may
inadvertently
collide with or
stumble over
objects in his
path because his
attention was
focused on his
device’s display instead of the path that
he was traversing,” according to the
patent filed in the U.S.
A study by the University of Buffalo
found recently that texting and walking
results is more injuries than driving
and texting. However distracted driving
injuries are more severe.

15-minute refresher nap

Need a quick recharge on a busy
day? Try this unusual method
recommended by caring.com, the
caffeine nap. Darken the room and
make a comfy place to lay down.
Then drink a cup of coffee. Seriously.
After 15 or 20 minutes, the coffee
will help you wake up refreshed.
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BUSINESS NEWS

New choices in streaming TV
make entertainment fun and easy

“More people can
be great leaders
than they think they
can, but they need a
purpose greater than
themselves.”
William J. Clinton,
42nd president
of the United States.

ou have probably heard of ChromeCast,
Apple TV and Roku 3 – all three
entertainment boxes will regularly save
you a trip to the store for movies. And
they are all under $100. Now Amazon
has entered the fray – giving a host of new
options on its Fire TV

Y

including Amazon Instant video. It comes
with a headphone jack on its nifty remote.

In the case of Google ChromCast, it is
priced at the luscious $35 mark, making it a
very tempting choice if you don’t care about
new movies or sports channels and you just
want to watch Netflix or Hulu.

If you want games, look to Amazon Fire
TV. The company says thousands of games,
including the popular “Minecraft,” are available
for Fire TV, with many games costing less than
$2. The game controller costs $39.

Meanwhile, the leader in the segment,
Apple TV, is perfect for people invested in
iPhones, because the box, that was once just
for hobbyists, is now ready for primetime.
It links wirelessly to all your Apple devices
and soon you’ll be playing music from your
iPhone on your TV, as well as streaming
video to any of your devices. Or maybe just
setting up a slide show on your TV from
your computer’s iPhoto collection or your
movies from iMovie. Apple TV costs $99
and comes with a truly easy-to-use remote.
Next, Roku 3 is a fantastic choice, offering
slightly more content choices than Apple TV,
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Sales of streaming media devices are
expected to grow 24 percent this year,
according to Strategy Analytics, and
Amazon wants part of the action, according
to the Wall Street Journal.

At the same time, you get much of what
other boxes offer: Netflix, Hulu, and movies.
(These must be purchased.) At a New York
presentation, Amazon highlighted the
device’s game platform and voice-activated
search commands. At $99, the Fire TV is
priced near the high end for streaming
devices. Analysts say Amazon’s ambitions
appear to extend to creating a new avenue for
selling content like games and movies.
Google’s Chromecast plugs into TV sets, and
has been a runaway hit due to it $35 price tag.
And Roku is now shipping its own $50 dongle.
Apple TV’s streaming video device is $99.

BUSINESS NEWS

It pays be a more likable person

High-tech tents create
a blissful low-tech
camping experience

L

ikability has a lot to do with friendly
engagement. Imagine you have organized
an outing for a group of people. Everyone is
smiling but one person, whose face seems neutral
and his attitude seem uninvolved. Now you
wonder if that person doesn’t like the event; the
situation; the conversation. Now imagine it was
always that way with that person.
The person would probably rank lower on the
likability scale than another who smiles, laughs, or even expresses disapproval.
At least you know what the person is thinking. It’s easier to read a likeable
person; easier to talk with him or her; easier to approach that person.
What do those people have? They engage themselves in the moment. Their
faces express their thoughts – happy, puzzled, disapproving – but they don’t
leave people wondering if they are present at all. They listen and they are
curious about others. They look for similarity in interests.
You can improve your charisma. The rock star Prince did just that.
According to Forbes, Prince almost missed the fame train when Warner
representatives saw him in public. Loved the music. His stage presence?
Hated it. But Prince, on tour with Rick James, decided to study what made a
memorable, charismatic stage presence and he incorporated these behaviors
into his act. At the end of the tour, Prince ‘commanded his audiences’, Forbes
reports. And he got his record contract.
Coaches say it’s a skill that can be learned. It isn’t something you’re born
with, like charisma. Some tips:
•B
 e yourself. To be more likeable, behave in a way that feels natural, not stiff
or self-absorbed. Be genuine.
•G
 et curious. Show interest in others, make eye contact for a time. Ask
questions about their opinions and activities.
•U
 se facial expressions. Vary tones of voice and smile. Show enthusiasm
about what you’re saying, especially in a work video conference.
•L
 isten. Focus on what others are saying. Show that you are listening.
•F
 ind common interests. Share your thoughts on topics of mutual interest

Gamers get ready for Oculus VR

What SciFi has anticipated for 100 years, will become a reality as Facebook
develops the new Oculus VR gaming and social interaction device. The
device, right now, is a pair of googles that offer the user a 3-D, 360 degree
view of the gaming world. At last gamers will be inside their worlds, not just
viewing a 3-D landscape, but inside it. It’s supposed to be like being inside
an IMAX theater. The key phrase here is ‘supposed to be.’ The device is not
yet available. Some experts expect Facebook to become more of a virtual
reality experience with VR technology. Imagine what that could mean when
a friend posts something you don’t like. But whatever happens, it’s not an
experience you’ll likely have soon. The technology is evolving.

Inside-out super-easy tent
Here’s a tent that turns the idea of a
tent inside out. This seven-pound tent
fits into an 18-by-9-inch nylon duffle
bag. It’s unique construction takes the
struggle out of the setting up a tent.
Simply unpack the diamond shaped
material and attach a handpump. The
tent does not inflate. The poles inflate
and the tent material just goes with it.
There’s no guessing which pole goes
where because they are built into the
tent. At a leisurely pumping pace,
about two minutes later, you’ll have
a freestanding shelter with a roomy
interior and dual vents.
The remarkable two-person tent is
made by Heimplanet of Hamburg,
Germany. Its maker aims to make setting
up a tent a less insufferable experience.
It costs about $620. To order one, visit
heimplanet.com.

Sleep around the campfire
For sleeping around the campfire, the
JakPak, is the cowboy bedroll reimagined.
You carry your tent, and mosquito net all
in a cleverly constructed jacket. The jacket
looks just like a windbreaker, but when
you want to sleep, you simply unhook a
lower body bed-like covering from the
back and a tent hood from the front.
About $200 at jakpak.com.
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YOUR FINANCES

Should couples always maintain
joint checking accounts?

“Things may come to
those who wait, but
only the things left
by those who hustle.”
Origin unknown,
but frequently
attributed to
Abraham Lincoln,
16th president of the
United States

S

heryl Garrett of the Garrett Planning
Network says retaining some independence
is healthy for most couples. Each should
have their own checking account, and they
should also have a joint checking for household
expenses, like housing, groceries and utilities.
Garrett, quoted in Kiplinger’s Finance, says
both should deposit the same amount monthly
unless one earns quite a bit more.

Cortana: Microsoft’s answer
to Siri knows all about you

Cortana is designed to anticipate what
you want. She has a quirky personality,
but lets you choose what you need help
with and will focus solely on that. She’s
included in the launch of Windows 8.1
as a beta feature and in updates to some
older Windows Phones this summer. She
has access to your emails, address book,
location, calendar and Web searches. That
helps her predict your needs. It’s a little
scary, but you’ll be glad when she reminds
you to leave early for a meeting because
traffic is heavy.
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Most money experts tend to agree with this
assessment. But the reason is not just because
this is a good way to organize bill paying.
Transparency is also important. No one in
a financial relationship like marriage should
have money secrets. According to a survey
by Smart Money, 40 percent of women and
36 percent of men have lied to their spouse
about the price of something they bought.
This ranks as the most typical money lie.
Some money lies can be much more
serious. A spouse who uses savings for risky
investments, or worse, outright gambling, is
damaging the family financial partnership.
Another spouse who uses marriage money to
build up a secret stash of cash, when caught,
undermines the relationship and creates
suspicion.
A joint checking account also forces some
discussion about money, which is crucial
for a happy financial outcome. But a “yours,
mine, and ours” approach is not always
essential and to some degree depends on
incomes, individual money skills, and debt,
experts say.

YOUR FINANCES

Crowdfunding makes it easier
to own real estate

You have many choices
to start saving

S

MyRA can be a good choice if you
haven’t saved for retirement. It costs $25
to open an account. You can add $5 or
more with payroll deduction.

maller investors have long wished they could
buy an apartment building or a shopping
mall, but the upfront cost was more than they
wanted to invest. Now, crowdfunding, the sale
of shares in a venture like real estate to hundreds
or even thousands of other investors, has made
owning commercial properties possible for
many. One investor, highlighted in The Wall
Street Journal, now owns parts of 15 properties
with a minimum investment of $5,000 in each.
Being able to invest relatively small amounts
into different properties is a way of limiting
risk. Other investors feel the same way. New
websites are springing up that allow individuals
to buy stakes in everything from self-storage facilities to luxury hotels.
“The interest is huge,” says Scott Whaley, president of the National Real
Estate Investors Association in Cincinnati. “There is massive demand, both
from entrepreneurs who want to get access to capital and from people who
want to invest capital.” Crowdfunding has caught on in a variety of industries,
spurred in part by regulatory changes that make it easier for such businesses to
look for investors.
Some investors have found opportunities at RealtyMogul.com out of
Beverly Hills, CA. When a property starts to earn rental income, the investors
get a share of that. They may earn eight percent or nine percent annually, but
they also get a share of any profits when the buildings are sold.

More banks offer Western Union services

H

ard to believe that in the internet era, sending money can be complicated
for some. But for the 34 million households without checking accounts,
sending money can be complicated. First they go to a bank and cash a
paycheck. Then they have to find a Western Union, sometimes located at a
grocery store, but sometimes located far away.
That’s why today many banks are sporting the yellow-and-black Western
Union logo. The number of bank branches providing Western Union services
in the United States and Canada quadrupled to 10,392 at the end of 2013.
According to Western Union, bankers want to keep the Western Union
transaction, after they cash the check. As consumers become accustomed to
coming into a bank, they might take advantage of other bank services.
The Wall Street Journal reports that the Birmingham, AL-based Regions
Bank rolled out its Western Union services in branches across 16 states. It
bundled the service with other products, including prepaid credit cards and
check cashing. Of 440,000 people taking advantage of the program, 60 percent
are new to the bank.

Of course, you can add as much as
you want. As with any
Roth IRA, you can
save up to $5,500 a
year or $6,500 if you
are 50 or older. You
can withdraw your
contributions without
taxes or penalties at
any age. It will earn
up to 2.97 percent
interest. It’s designed
to be a starter fund.
When your balance
hits $15,000, you must
roll it over into a regular Roth IRA.
Many Roth IRAs earn more interest than
the MyRA. The MyIRA also appeals to
people who are about to retire and want a
better rate of return than a CD.

Alternatives
Many Regular IRAs have low
investment minimums, charge no
annual fees, and a monthly deduction
from a bank account. As long as you or
your spouse had some income during
the year, you can open an IRA. A target
date fund could be right for you. It starts
out with more money invested in stock
funds, then invests more in bond funds
as you near retirement.
Lower-income savers may also
qualify for the Retirement Saver’s
Tax Credit, which can reduce your
tax bill by up to $1,000, or $2,000 for
married couples if they contribute
to an IRA, including a MyIRA. Your
adjusted gross income has to be less
than $60,000 or $45,000 for heads of
household, and $30,000 for singles.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

A new stethoscope for the 21st century is here

“Any man worth
his salt will stick up
for what he believes
right, but it takes a
slightly better man
to acknowledge
instantly and
without reservation
that he is in error.”
Andrew Jackson,
7th president of the
United States

T

he first stethoscope was accidentally
invented in 1816. In Paris a prominent
physician was treating a woman for heart
disease, modestly, she refused to let him put
his head to her chest. So he made a paper
cylinder and applied one end to her chest and
the other to his ear. Eureka! He could hear the
action of her heart more clearly than by the
head-to-chest method.
Science and time have replaced the paper
cylinder with flexible plastic tubing attached
to a chestpiece. In our time, however, it
contains a miniature electronic sensor or
amplifier. Stethoscopes are used for more than
listening to the chest. They can listen to the
sounds of air flow in the lungs, blood flow in
major vessels and more. It’s recognized as the
symbol of modern medicine.
John Swartzberg, M.D., says there’s a good
chance the stethoscope will join the doctor’s
bag and the house call as reminders of
old-time medicine. Swartzberg, chair of the
editorial board at BerkeleyWellness.com, says
powerful new hand-held ultrasound devices
are on the verge of replacing the stethoscope.
Many experts think it’s a good idea. Young
doctors are less skilled at using stethoscopes
than they should be. And the obesity
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epidemic has made the stethoscope harder to
use, since body fat can muffle interior sounds.
Ultrasound devices offer a more accurate
diagnosis of heart, lung and other problems,
as well as assisting many kinds of medical
specialists. Data recorded by the devices can
be saved and shared with other clinicians.
They are especially helpful in the developing
world, where access to medical imaging
technology is limited.

The inflatable weight loss pill

Doctors in Europe and Mexico are
offering a new way to lose a few pounds.
Patients swallow a pill (the size of a
vitamin pill) that creates a balloon to
the stomach, CBS News’ Alphonso Van
Marsh reports from London. Obalon,
made by Obalon Therapeutics, doesn’t
require surgery. The patient simply
swallows a pill containing a deflated
balloon. It’s connected to a tube which is
used to inflate the balloon, then the tube
is removed. The balloon sits at the top of
the stomach giving a feeling of fullness.
It has to be removed after a few months.
On average, patients lose 17 pounds in 12
weeks. It’s not yet available in the US.

S TAY I N G W E L L

Should you be taking a statin?

Low salt snacks make
for healthy munching

B

ecause the guidelines for taking statins
hadn’t been reviewed for more than a
decade, the government and a committee
of cardiologists decided to check new research
on statin’s benefits and the impact of other
risk factors for heart disease.

For people looking to keep their blood
pressure low and kidneys healthy, low
salt snacks are the way to go.
The experts at Northwest Kidney
Centers have come up with a list of 100
tasty, low salt snacks.

As before, these three risk factors indicated
the use of a statin:
• You have heart disease or had a heart attack.
• Your level of LDL, the bad kind of
cholesterol, is 190 mg/dL or higher.
• You have type 1 or type 2 diabetes.
No one disagreed with these factors for taking statins. The fourth
determining factor is where the American Heart Association and the public
disagreed. You should take a statin if your risk of having a heart attack or stroke
in the next 10 years is 7.5 percent or higher, according to the new guidelines.
Some critics say this calculator overestimates a person’s risk. Others
questioned whether statins should even be prescribed to prevent heart attacks
in relatively healthy people. And doctors everywhere have been bombarded
with questions. Doctors at Johns Hopkins Ciccarone Center for Prevention
of Heart Disease say if the only risk factor is your age, you may not need to
be on a statin. At Harvard, doctors say a statin can reduce your risk of heart
disease, but not by very much, like preventing one heart attack in 140 people
with less than a 20 percent risk of heart attack or stroke over five years.
Older statin takers may also have side effects such as muscle aches, cognitive
problems, sexual dysfunction and increased risk of diabetes.
What else can you do? Lifestyle changes are a big factor in preventing heart
disease. Follow the Mediterranean Diet (light on red meat, heavy on veggies,
nuts, fish and olive oil). Get regular physical activity and exercise to keep
your heart strong.

New headband treats migraines

I

t looks a futuristic, but its benefits are ready
today. The new Cefaly headband offers
relief from migraines through the use of
neurostimulation. It fits over the ears like a
pair of glasses, with a wide diamond shape
at the center of the forehead. The recent
FDA approval for the Cefaly means migraine sufferers can actually prevent
the debilitating headaches by using the device once daily for 20 minutes.
Migraine symptoms can start days before the event and can include euphoria
or irritability. Because the buildup comes on gradually, the developers
recommend using the Cefaly daily. A prescription is required for the Cefaly
kit, which costs about $295 in the U.S. and $349 in Canada.

You might
be surprised
by some. For
example, if candy
is your thing,
try Twizzlers
licorice, Junior
Mints, Malt Balls,
caramel chews,
gummy candy,
hard candy or
salt-free Tootsie
Rolls.
If you prefer
to snack on
cookies, you can
find some that
come with a lot
of pleasure with a
lot less guilt. Try
animal crackers,
Nilla Wafers,
shortbread
cookies, fortune cookies, gingersnaps,
and Fig Newtons.
There are plenty of low-salt cracker
type snacks too. Caramel rice cakes are
good. For a crunchy snack, try unsalted
tortilla or potato chips, melba toast,
bagel crisps, rice crackers, low-sodium
Triscuits, water crackers or Wasa
crackers.
In the fruit category, applesauce
makes the low salt grade. along with
fruit leathers, frozen fruit bars, fruit
cocktail, and frozen grapes or berries,.
See the whole list at nwkidney.org.
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S TAY I N G W E L L

Ever heard of World Sauntering Day?

“Live without
pretending, Love
without depending,
Listen without
defending, Speak
without offending.”
Aubrey Drake
Graham (Drake),
Canadian recording
artist, songwriter

S

ince the late 1970s, June 19 has been
designated World Sauntering Day, a time
to set aside the endless to-do lists that keep
us in a state of stress and purposely go for a
leisurely stroll.
It doesn’t matter where we saunter, which
means to mosey around, amble, dawdle, or
wander. It might be through several blocks of
our neighborhood, through a mall to peoplewatch and window shop only, or through a
nearby park or waterfront.
The rationale is to just slow down and
really look around with curiosity, wonder and
appreciation of our world. Saunter clothing is
comfortable and walking shoes are essential.
Bill Rabe, a Detroit publicist and one-time
manager at the Grand Hotel in Mackinac
Island, Michigan, and a few of his friends
thought of this event after spending time
discussing their hectic schedules that left little
time for anything other than more work.
The headquarters of the World Sauntering
Society is on Mackinac Island, in the very
same Grand Hotel. There, guests can even stroll
the 660-foot, 129-year old porch. No cars are
allowed on this remote island; transportation is
strictly via horse, bicycle or foot.
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Sauntering means you don’t care where
you’re going or when you get there, and you
never, ever, work up a sweat. You go aimlessly
from points Z to X to Y. Now you know what
you’ll do on June 19. Put it on your to-do list!

Obesity surgery effective
for more diabetics

A new study by the Cleveland Clinic
again shows that obesity surgery is an
effective treatment for type 2 diabetes,
including those who are not morbidly
obese. Study subjects were divided into
three groups. One-third were treated
with medication and lifestyle changes,
one-third had gastric bypass surgery and
one-third had a type of bariatric surgery
called sleeve gastrectomy. As reported
in the New England Journal of Medicine,
all subjects were overweight or mildly
obese and had diabetes that was not well
controlled. Three years later, the patients
who had either surgery reported nearly
normal levels of blood sugar. Those taking
medication alone got worse, while those
who had surgery improved after each year.
Those taking insulin no longer needed it.

S TAY I N G W E L L

In spite of high costs, sales of new
hepatitis C drugs soar

A

hepatitis C pill from Gilead Sciences Inc., costs $1,000 a day and is on
track to be a best seller. The drug, called Sovaldi, is the first in a new
generation of hepatitis C therapies that promise an actual cure. It could
tally up $5 billion in U.S. sales this year if current prescription patterns hold.
Though it’s been called a miracle drug, the cost of a three-month treatment to
cure hepatitis C is $84,000.
Meanwhile, Johnson & Johnson’s new hepatitis C drug, Olysio, also posted
hefty sales during its first full quarter on the market. Analysts see this as a sign
of strong demand for this entry in the new generation of treatments.
Hepatitis C causes liver damage and most sufferers must endure long
periods of flu-like symptoms. Olysio and Sovaldi have gained strong
endorsements from the World Health Organization. First quarter sales for
Olysio were $354 million, stronger than expected. The cost of the three-month
treatment is $66,000.
Doctors around the country are thrilled to have these new drugs. Quoted in
The Wall Street Journal, Dr. Paul Thuluvath said, “We had never, ever imagined
– even in our wildest dreams – we could treat hepatitis C so quickly, effectively
and without serious side effects.” Thuluvath is a doctor at Mercy Medical
Center in Baltimore who had six patients test the new treatment. He also said,
“I think the pharmaceutical companies have a moral responsibility to work
together and bring them to the market.”
Insurance companies have not resisted the expensive treatments, which are
much less expensive than liver transplants.

A trend: Americans are krazy about kale

I

t’s unusual for a vegetable to make the news, but
restaurateurs and health advocates are making a
big deal about kale. It’s everywhere from corner
delis to hip restaurants and beach cafes.
Kale is a cruciferous vegetable, a leafy relative
of broccoli and brussels sprouts. It’s one of the
few rich sources of vitamin K (good for your
bones). Marketers have come out with everything
from kale chips and dips to kale crackers and
even drinks. The more delicate varieties, like
Red Russian and dino kale can be eaten raw or
chopped into salads. Curly kale is crunchier
and chewier and is best when marinated for
30 minutes in dressing before going into the salad. You can make your own
kale chips. Wash and dry the leaves then remove any thick stems and tear the
leaves into large pieces (they’ll shrink). Toss with olive oil and sprinkle with (if
desired) salt, garlic powder and/or pepper. Spread them on a baking sheet and
bake in a 375 degree oven until crispy, 10 to 15 minutes.

Preventing
Kidney Disease

Almost six in 10 Americans will
develop kidney disease in their lifetimes,
according to a study published in the
American Journal of Kidney Disease.
Individuals age 60 or older, those
with diabetes or high blood pressure
should be checked
for chronic kidney
disease (CKD by
a simple urine test
at their annual
physical.
There has been
a six-fold increase
in the number of
CKD cases in the
United States since
1980. The Northwest
Kidney Centers say
there are certain
things you can do
to help keep your
kidneys healthy.
• One is to avoid a
high-sodium diet.
It’s one of the most
important things
you can do.
• Avoid illegal drugs and the overuse
of prescription and over-the-counter
drugs
• Control your blood pressure; reduce
high blood pressure with medication
prescribed by your doctor.
• Know your family health history. If
there is hypertension or diabetes in
the family, have your kidney function
checked every year.
• Quit smoking. Check the Internet for
programs that will help you quit.
If you have concerns about being at
risk for chronic kidney disease, talk to
your doctor and get screened.
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The annual Gettysburg Festival
has now become a summertime favorite

“Work Hard–Do
your best – Keep
your word – Never
get too big for your
britches – Trust in
God – Have no fear
– and Never forget a
friend.”
Harry S. Truman,
33rd president of the
United States

I

t has been 155 years since the Battle of
Gettysburg. Most Americans have forgotten
why this battle is remembered, except for
President Abraham Lincoln’s 247-word
speech. The speech was criticized at the
time but went on to become one of the
most celebrated in American history: The
Gettysburg Address.
The battle at Gettysburg, one of the largest
of the Civil War, was considered the deadliest,
but also the one that almost won the war for
the South.
Today, the borough of Gettysburg (a selfgoverning township) has fewer than 8,000
citizens and its main business is tourism. Its
7th annual Gettysburg Festival takes place
from June 11 to June 15 this year.
Officials say the festival is jam-packed with
events over a wider area and will last longer
each day. The festival attracts about 23,000
visitors from 30 states. This year’s event will
have 50 live performances on seven stages,
including military, brass, regiment and blues
bands; choruses, and live theater.
The art shows feature works of local artists
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who are on site each day at locations in the
Battlefield to interact with fest-goers while
creating a new work. Spectators vote for their
favorite artist and the winner is announced at
the People’s Choice Award ceremony.
The Festival offers the first Annual Youth
Art Show and Sale, specifically designed
for the budding artists. At the Student Art
Barn Show, a Quick Draw Competition
challenges participants to create a work in
two hours.
At the 17th annual History Meets the Arts
show, attendees can meet 40 artists, artisans
and sculptors of works limited to 18th
century. Attendees always enjoy dining on the
culinary art creations offered by chefs from
the area’s finest restaurants.
Not to be forgotten are those whose
interests sway toward the annual motorcycle
show. It features seven classes of motorcycles
and great live music.
Visitors coming a long distance will
also enjoy the lush state parks and forests
surrounding the area. They offer even more
natural artistic beauty.

OF INTEREST

June 15 through July 15:
Fireworks Safety Months

Most people say
‘I do’ at least twice

J

udging from the number of huge
“Fireworks!” signs, it seems that
fireworks safety programs should
begin in May. That’s when many 4th
of July celebrants make their choices.

Fewer people are getting remarried.
Fewer people are getting divorced.
But everyone is living longer and that
means love is still blooming.
Studies suggest
what may be
obvious to many:
That the majority
of people today
marry more than
once and that
many people live
together without
marrying.

Once you have the bags of
super-explosive material, what do
you do with them? Here are some
suggestions:
• Don’t share the fact that you’ve
already bought your stash with the
kids. They have no trouble finding
their hidden Christmas presents,
and the temptation to try out just
one piece could be too much to bear
for a 9- or 10-year-old. Remember
the kid who placed a rocket on
the kitchen table and lighted it? It
went through the kitchen ceiling,
the upstairs bedroom ceiling and
started a fire in the attic.
• Remove sources of ignition from the storage area. Store fireworks away
from petroleum based substances like gasoline or kerosene, electric or gas
heaters, drain cleaners and fertilizers.
• Put them in a closed container. Plastic tubs with lids are perfect for keeping
fireworks dry.
• Place fireworks away from materials that could catch fire easily, like
cardboard boxes, newspapers, pallets or parked vehicles.
• Keep exits clear. Store them away from doorways so if a fire does start the
entrance is accessible.
• Test your smoke detector and make sure batteries are fresh and working.
• Make sure your fire extinguisher works and keep it close by.
• You should be able to lock the building or room to prevent children or
unwanted intruders from getting to the fireworks.

140th Flag Day - June 14, 2014

The first official Flag Day was proclaimed in 1916. The day commemorates the adoption of the flag in 1777. The idea had been around a long
time before President Woodrow Wilson made it official. As early as 1861,
a number of people and organizations worked to put the day on the national calendar. Displaying the flag on Flag Day is today considered an act
of patriotism and hope.

Census data
show the majority
of Americans have
married at least
once by age 50.
About one in four
people born from
1945 to 1954, have
married two times
or more by age 50.
Those numbers are
much higher than
they were in 1960,
say sociologists at the University of
Virginia.
Americans generally are waiting
longer to marry for the first time, but
they are still marrying earlier in their
overall lifetimes, leaving more time for
a second or third marriage. The typical
man marries at age 29, well above the
historical low of 23, but only three
years older than in 1890, say Census
Bureau demographers. Women have a
similar pattern.
In 1890, however, the average man’s
lifespan was 43 years. Today it’s 76.
That leaves about two-thirds of a life
left after an early divorce.
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Obsessive sports parents:
You can be a nightmare or a hero

“You can’t make
positive discoveries
that make your life
better if you never
try anything new.”
Josh Kaufman,
author, learning
expert and business
advisor

T

wo former coaches took an informal survey
of college athletes: What is your worst
memory from playing youth and high
school sports? The players overwhelmingly
told Bruce E. Brown and Rob Miller of
Proactive Coaching: It was the ride home
with the parents.
Boom.
How do parents make their sporting kids so
miserable at the game and afterward? Brown
and Miller, quoted in thepostgame.com,
say, in part, it is the ride home recap. Why
did the kid to do this? And why not that? A
better way is to let the kid have the game,
and his performance, be his own, all his own,
including successes and failures.
One obsessive sports dad named Gordon
Marino, writing in USA Today, advises
parents to watch their emotions. It’s a lot
of pressure to play in front of a crowd, but
it’s a deeply personal and maybe paralyzing
pressure to realize your parents weeping on
the sidelines. Don’t live your own dreams
through your kid.
It’s best to emphasize sportsmanship for
yourself and your kid. Encouragement and an
even keel help a kid more than an angry parent.
Defeat is always difficult, but there are lessons
to be learned. According to The Atlantic,
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athletic competitions offer a great chance to
learn about life, especially when you lose.
No matter how good you are, eventually
everyone learns that there is always someone
better than you, on one day or every day. Take
that with grace and work on your own skills.
Parents would do better to focus, not just on
winning the game, but encouraging the team
spirit. Teams win. Teams lose. Parents should
be the gracious loser because every child will
not always succeed.
Finally, make the ride about pizza and fun.
Not a recap of who did what. If you really
can’t do that, Marino advises parents to find
some other interests that you can share and
discuss with your child.

GI Joe has 50th birthday

He’s famous for being the world’s first
action figure. Hasbro brought him to the
world’s attention at the annual toy fair
in New York City in 1964. The $4, 11.5inch figure had 21 moving parts and was
decked out in the uniforms of the Army,
Navy, Marines and Air Force. He was
introduced just before the nation entered
the Vietnam War, a storm he’s weathered
pretty well.

OF INTEREST

National Automotive
Service Professionals
Week Celebrated

Paint like a professional

F

irst, gather your materials. You’ll need
paint, brushes, rollers, covers, caulk and
various tapes. When you’re ready to
begin, clear the room of all movable items
and cover things you don’t want to move.

Most Americans over the age of 18
own a car. Except for big-city kids who
have a subway system, it is a right of
passage and a necessity for kids across
the country.

Experts at Behr Paints recommend
creating a central area for all your tools
and supplies. Cover the floors with tarps.
Then prepare the walls and ceiling, filling
nail holes and repairing faults.
Sand the ceiling and walls (make sure to
wear a dust mask). Sweep the sander side
to side as you work the walls from the top
down. Apply medium pressure, and take
care that the head doesn’t flop and gouge
the wall. Change the paper whenever the
grit gets clogged.
You can also use a dampened coarsegrit sanding sponge, rough up the surface.
Keep a bucket of warm water nearby, and continually rinse the sponge. Using a
wet/dry vacuum, clear all the dust from the walls and trim. Wash the walls with
a sponge, using warm water and dish soap to scrub greasy or waxy spots. Wipe
everything down one last time with clean water.
Next, using a 2 1/2-inch angled brush, cut in a 2- to 3-inch band of wall
color at all corners, against the ceiling and next to the molding. It gives the
roller some space so it doesn’t bump into adjacent areas. Choose three-eighth
to half-inch roller covers for smooth or semi-smooth surfaces and half-inch or
higher for medium to rough surfaces.
Use a roller to fill in the field. Dampen the roller before using it (with water
for latex paint or paint thinner for oils). Dip the roller in a paint tray filled with
just enough paint to reach the grate. Roll it back against the grate to distribute
the paint and squeeze out the excess. Make sure the roller is covered completely
before painting with it.

Driving with pets, fun but dangerous

M

an’s best friend might be the worst driving distraction ever. It’s so
distracting that someone even took the time to research the problem.
The study by Accident Analysis and Prevention was reported in Johns
Hopkins Health After 50 newsletter. They evaluated 2,000 drivers ages 70 and
older. Researchers found that drivers with pets had double the crash risk as
those who didn’t drive with pets. Driving with pets results in slowed cognitive
performance and delayed response times.
It’s dangerous for the pet, too. If you want to give him a ride, be sure the
animal is restrained with a good-quality harness restraint system. Or you could
place your cat or dog in a crate.

Few of
us drivers,
however, can
diagnose the
cause of an
engine problem
when the car
doesn’t start;
when it comes
to a halt on the
way to work;
or when a red
light on the
dashboard
warns of
impending
doom.
Changing a flat
tire is the only
ability most
of us acquire,
but many are
unable to tackle even this and call for
emergency assistance.
June 10-14 of this year is National
Automotive Service Professionals
Week, honoring those brainy few who
can do it all.
NASPW was established by the
National Institute for Automotive
Service Excellence, a nonprofit
organization that has worked to train,
test and certify vehicle repair and
service professionals since 1972. Over
325,00 nationwide have earned the ASE
Blue Seal of Excellence.
A tip of the wrench to the auto pros!
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Boating: Consider risks in towing tubes

“Obstacles cannot
crush me, every
obstacle yields to stern
resolve. He who is
fixed to a star does not
change his mind.”
Leonardo Da Vinci,
Italian Renaissance
mathematician,
painter, sculptor

T

owing the kids in a tube. How fun is that
for a family summer activity on the lake?
Really fun, but also a little bit dangerous
and a new study cautions parents to
consider the risks involved in this common
summer pastime.
A study in the Journal of Pediatric Surgery
(August of 2013) shows that of all injuries to
children in boating accidents, nearly half were
sustained through towed tubing.
The good news is that the study also showed
not many such accidents occur. The problem
is that, when they do occur, the injuries are
extraordinarily severe. Injuries in tubing
accidents came from impact with objects
or the tow rope and, worst of all, the boat
propeller.
According to the Coast Guard Boating
Resource Safety Center, propeller strikes
cause up to 250 injuries per year. That number
may not seem high, but propeller injuries
are always life-altering, disfiguring accidents,
according to propellersafety.com.
In court testimony, Charles T. Blount, MD,
said, “(Propeller) injuries surpass by far those
seen in other motor vehicle accidents, and
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some authors compare the resulting wounds
with those seen on the battlefield.”
The chilling truth is that a three blade
propeller can make 9,600 impacts in one
minute or 160 impacts in one second. Blount
said a 13-inch blade can travel from head to
toe in less than a tenth of a second. Survivors
also face serious infection issues from water
bacteria.
What can boaters do? First, slow down when
towing tubes. Be alert to how wide the tube is
swinging out from the wake. Look for possible
obstacles for collisions. Children riding in tubes
can’t make changes in direction and, when
towed at higher speeds, the tube tends to whip
wide outside the boat’s wake.
Finally, boaters can buy propeller guards,
which have been available for about 50 years.
Current versions use new technologies to
prevent accidental starts. Other propeller
guards use cages.
Other propeller accidents can sometimes
be avoided by ‘kill cords.’ A driver’s wrist is
connected to the boat’s engine cutoff switch
with a cord. If the boater is thrown out of
the boat, the engine stops.

OF INTEREST

Super offers on great promotional items
Special Offers Under $2.00 Per Piece

Carabiner
with Bottle Holder
Hold up your bottle and
free up your hands! Pricing
includes one location laser
engraving. Quantities 250 and
up at .99 each. Standard set up
of $40.00 applies. (21104)

Medalist Pak

Includes, 5 imprinted 2-1/8
tees, 2 imprinted
quarter marks,
1 imprinted
divot repair tool.
Pricing includes
one color
imprint, one
location on all
components.
Quantities
250 and up at $1.21 each. Standard set up of $40.00
applies. (60794)

Collapsible Koozie Can Kooler
Pricing includes one
color imprint, one
location. Quantities
200 and up at .85
each. Standard set
up of $40.00 applies.
(45081)

SPF-30
Sunscreen
Lotion
Packet Pack

Special Offers Under $5.00 Per Piece
Frosty Clipper
First Aid Kit

Ord
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info@ .45
y!
gam 0.4
were
good 121
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om

Includes 11 Pieces: Adhesive
pad, aloe packet, antibiotic
ointment packet, 2 antiseptic
towelettes, 4 bandages, first
aid guide, insect sting relief
packet. Pricing includes one
color imprint, one location.
Quantities 150 and up at
$3.31each. Standard set up of
$40.00 applies. (40429)

Koosie Six
Pack Kooler

Pricing includes one color
imprint, one location.
Quantities 96 and up $3.49
each. Standard set up of
$40.00 applies. (45036)

OUR TOP SELLERS
Captains Chair

Pricing includes one color
imprint, one location.
Quantities 24 and up at
$17.68 each. Standard Set up
of $40.00 applies. (45009)

Mini Aluminum
Led Flashlight

Pricing incudes one location
laser engraving. (65263)

Pricing includes 4-color
process on two locations.
Quantities 500 and up at
.67 each. Standard set up
of $40.00 applies. (40130)

Interested in Our
Special Offers?
Contact info@
gamweregood.com
Today to Place
Your Order.

SPF-23 Lip Balm

Pricing includes 4 color
process. Quantities
250 and up at .74 each.
Standard set up of $40.00
applies. (40138)
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Care for plants harmed over harsh winter

No love, no friendship
can cross the path of
our destiny without
leaving some mark on
it forever.
Francois Muriac,
French author and
Nobel Prize for
Literature winner

M

any homeowners watched in vain for
the appearance of their tulips. After the
daffodills bloomed, they had to face the
fact: the tulips weren’t coming back.
Gardeners are likely to find many plants
harmed by severe conditions. With late cold
snaps prevalent throughout the continental
U.S., it is best to be patient with perennial
shurbs. According to Greenwood Nursery, the
worst thing you can do to a perennial shrub is
to prune when there are signs of frost bite.
It’s best to wait at least four to six weeks for
signs of new growth, which could take some
plants into the first weeks or middle weeks of
June.
Do not fertilize any flowering trees such as
magnolia, flowering cherry, crabapple or lilac
if they have signs of frost bite. In fact, many
flowering trees, if frost bitten should not be
fertilized until next winter. The nitrogen in
fertizer will force the tree to leaf out and cause
it more stress.
You can trim off small areas of dead foliage,
but trim modestly. A seemingly dead branch
on an evergreen could show new growth with
time and water. Clip off decayed branches and
leaves in hostas.
In the case of the rhododendrons, the new
growth takes place at the end of the branches.
Once the end of the branch is gone, no new
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growth. Sometimes the leafless branches can
be severely pruned to develop a new shrub.
If you are planting perennials in June, look
for an overcast day with mild temperatures.
New plants hate direct sunlight and dry
conditions. If conditions are hot, plant during
the early morning or late evening. Wait until
the temperature no longer drops sharply
overnight. Hardier perennials can be planted
through the summer months and into the fall.
Stop the month before a full frost, say experts
for eHow.com.
To replace your tulips, or any perennial
bulbs that bloom in spring, plant in the fall
months. They need time to establish a strong
root system before winter.

One-person fold-up kayak

You can finally fit a 12-foot-long
kayak into the trunk of your car. The
Oru Kayak is the newest techy answer
to kayaking. You simply fold it up for
easy transport. Creases along the side
of this one-person kayak allow it to
transform from a 25-pound parcel the
size of a sofa cushion to a sea-worthy
vessel. With a little practice, the kayak
can be assembled in five minutes,
but it will take longer on the first try.
About $1,100 at orukayak.com.

SENIOR LIVING

At 55+ you can have fun, look good

W

hether you’re 55, 65 or (much)
older, exercise can keep you moving
and staying active. There are many
enjoyable options for keeping yourself
healthy and looking great.
Some are the simple things you could
always do, but now you can enjoy doing
them with a little less intensity. You know
they include riding a real or stationary
bike; going swimming or taking an
exercise-in-water class; aerobics program
for mid-lifers, golf and walking.
Exercise videos for anyone who is
55+ are a good choice. You can have
fun with them in your own living room
and without anyone analyzing your
performance. You can do the whole thing
or quit in the middle without anyone
wondering why.
One such program is “Tony & the Folks” ($9.99 at beachbody.com). It’s a
half-hour video for anyone who wants to ease into an exercise program. It has
a five-star rating. Tony Horton, a nationally renowned fitness expert, teamed
with instructor Judi Williams to keep you smiling, feeling fit, and primed for
your everyday activities. The video is designed to increase energy, reduce joint
stiffness, improve flexibility, and to increase strength and balance. Tony will
keep you motivated! All moves in the program offer alternate positions to
increase or decrease the intensity.
The National Institutes of Health says endurance training improves
seniors’ “staying power,” aids heart health and is very good for the circulatory
system. If you are one of the many individuals with arthritic knees, visit
healthline.com for exercise recommendations.

Diet drinks linked to depression

R

esearchers say cutting back on sweetened diet drinks is probably a good idea
after one study linked diet drinks to depression. The results are not conclusive,
however. Researchers for the National Institutes of Health say the higher
reported depression rates could be caused by people who were prone to it.
Still, the study of 263,923 adults ages 50-70 is suggestive. They followed
participants for 10 years. After that time, 11,311 reported having been
diagnosed with depression between 2000 and 2006. Those drinking four or
more of these beverages per day had a 31 percent increase in depression.
Diet iced tea caused a 25 percent increase, while ice tea sweetened with
sugar slightly decreased the risk of depression. Diet fruit punch caused a 51
percent greater risk, but sugar-sweetened punch had no effect.

Convertibles decline
in popularity as
SUVs move up
The sexy convertible has symbolized
casual life of the rich and beautiful. And
also speed: James Dean’s Porsche 550
Spyder and Steve McQueen’s Jaguar
XKSS screamed young and wild. But the
lure of the ragtop
is fading today
and the fabulous
SUV with a
sunroof and power
are the status
symbols. Sales of
convertibles are
down 44 percent
from their peak in
2004, while sales of
SUVs have more
than doubled,
says researcher
IHS. Buyers
in the United States and Europe are
now opting for more comfort in their
vehicles. Bloomberg Businessweek
predicts that convertibles will stay
around as a high-end niche, but most
automakers will offer them in only one
or two of their brands. Mercedes-Benz’
parent, Daimler, is bucking the trend.
It has increased its offerings to five,
including the $208,000 SLS roadster.

Google Map has river views!
Google Maps has launched a
new “river view” of 286 miles of
the Colorado River, including
stunning 360 degree views of the
Grand Canyon in Arizona, as seen
from aboard a raft. This is the first
time Google Maps has used its
street view technology on a major
whitewater river in the U.S.

Only unsweetened coffee produced a lower risk for depression.
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Find the 10 . . . and Win 50

F

ind the 10 things that are different between the two
pictures above, then fax or email your answers to us and
your submission will go into a drawing for a $50 Gift
Certificate to Carolina Brothers, Blue Ridge Grill or Ford’s
Fish Shack. Answers will appear in our next gam|mag
along with the name of the certificate winner.
Fax or email your submission to 703.450.5311
or gammag@gamweregood.com
Please include your name, phone number and/or email
address. All entries must be submitted by June 30, 2014.
Name:________________________________________
Company:_____________________________________
Phone:________________________________________
Email:________________________________________

Your 10 Finds
1._______________________________________
2._______________________________________
3._______________________________________
4._______________________________________
5._______________________________________
6._______________________________________
7._______________________________________
8._______________________________________
9._______________________________________
10._______________________________________

Which certificate would you like?

❏ Carolina Brothers
❏ Blue Ridge Grill ❏ Ford’s Fish Shack
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Puzzle Meter easy

difficult

21593 Jesse Court, Dulles, VA 20166
Ph. 703.404.8800 • Fax 703.404.2232
www.DullesGolf.com
Conveniently located 4 miles North of Dulles
Airport behind Sam’s Club and Walmart. 1
block from Atlantic Blvd. & Severn Way.

Enjoy Delicious New England
Style Seafood!
Ashburn

South Riding

44260 Ice Rink Plaza #101
Ashburn, VA 20147
P: 571.918.4092
F: 571.918.4096

25031 Riding Plaza #150
Chantilly, VA 20152
P: 703.542.7520
F: 703.542.6931

Congratulations!!! To Last Issue’s Winner.
Dr. Paul Callahan of Callahan Dental, won the Find the 10.
He chose a $50.00 Blue Ridge Gift Card as his prize.
1. Straw longer (blue)
2. Butterfly
3. Two right feet (guy)
4. No straw (girl)
5. Different color chair (girl)
6. Missing thong strap (girl)
7. Missing chin hair (guy)
8. Girls part different
9. Trees missing
10. Missing chair leg (guy)
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